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the
“Superheroes For the Kids”

New days are dawning at
Shriners Healthcare for Children-Florida/Georgia
M

any of you attended the
presentation made by Fleury
Yelvington, Administrator of

SHC-Florida and Noble Jim Rocha,
Board Chair, SHC-Florida, at a recent
monthly meeting. For those that did not,
Ms. Yelvington covered the reasons for
the Tampa Hospital’s transition to an
out-patient facility, the maintenance of
clinics, rehabilitation services and
wheelchairs/seating at the current
Tampa facility as well as the planned
expansion of Shriners’ services to other
parts of Florida and southern Georgia.

Expansion ... or “serving more kids,
more places” ... requires affiliates ...
affiliates that have a demonstrated
record of high quality pediatric patient
care, research and education. Tampa
General Hospital (TGH) was selected as
the surgical affiliate in the Tampa Bay
region due to its long-standing
educational/research relationship with
the University of South Florida and its
Level One Pediatric Trauma Center
designation.  UF Health, at the Univer-
sity of Florida in Gainesville, was chosen
because of its depth and breadth of
pediatric sub-specialties, its numerous
US News and World Report “Best
Pediatric Hospitals” designations, and its
well-developed network of healthcare
locations in north Florida and the
Panhandle. 

The work has just begun with both

Tampa General and UF Health. The
plans are ambitious. In recent weeks,
Shriners’ surgeons have become part of
the network of physicians for TGH’s
twelve urgent care centers. Shriners’
surgeons also function as consultants for
Tampa General Hospital’s neonatal
intensive care unit and general pediatric

orthopedic inpatients. UF Health is
renovating the entire 4th floor of its
Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine
Institute for the “Shriners Center of
Excellence,” complete with an EOS, all
rehabilitative services and casting.
Discussions are underway to provide
POPS services also. The anticipated
ribbon-cutting for this unique initiative is
early August. 

As these two established
relationships mature, new relationships
in other parts of our service region are
being researched. The south Florida
area is densely populated, growing, and
anxious for access to our expertise in
rehabilitation and POPS ... locally.
Several excellent children’s hospitals in
south Florida share our standards of

quality patient care, a history of pediatric
research, and demonstrated dedication
to education. We expect to identify a
potential affiliate in this region and begin
talks by the end of the year. Early next
year, we will begin to work on an affiliate
in north Florida/south Georgia to make
care more accessible and more
convenient for patients and families in
that region.

The COVID-19 crisis has delayed
some of our planned face-to-face
discussions which are critical in choosing
the right affiliate. However, the due
diligence required still continues virtually
and we are mindful of our commitment
to time lines. As milestones are achieved
and dates are certain, you will be the first
to know.

Courtesy of Denita Todd

Please note: there will not be a meal
at this meeting.

JUNE STATED SESSION
JUNE 10, 2020 - 8:00 P.M.

NOBLES ONLY
MAIN AUDITORIUM

2020 DUES CARD REQUIRED
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Nobles and Ladies!

I hope this edition finds you well.  As of this writing, it looks like the world is emerging
from the COVID-19 pandemic.  My, how the world has changed!  We all know who the Tiger
King is, the term ‘social distancing’ has been invented, and I can wear a mask in the bank!
Who’d a thunk it?

While the world has been changing, the majority of the Shrine year has been cancelled.  I
never considered it a possibility to have Imperial Session, and our Pilgrimage to Pigeon Forge cancelled.  And, who knows what
else will fall by the wayside. Things are happening in phases as the states, counties and cities set policy and reopen.  With the
restrictions lifted by the Grand Master of Masons of Florida, we intend to comply with local government orders.  (BE SURE you
are getting our e-blast emails for more on this.)  In this way, we are being good and peaceful citizens, all while representing
Morocco Shriners well. Let’s be the example of safe compliance and leave the lockdown debate to others.

The next logical question is ‘WHEN do we re-open?’  The answer is the first of June, but only to the extent local government
orders so permit.  It will be limited at first and mildly inconvenient, and by all appearances it won’t be long before we can meet
without restrictions.  Hang in there!  Stay tuned as we will be announcing events and meetings accordingly.  We intend to have
a Nobles-only stated meeting on 10 June at 8 PM.  Dinner will not be served.  We will meet in the main auditorium where there
is plenty of room for 6-foot distancing.  We will be offering a virtual method for Nobles to tune in from home.  (An e-blast will
announce this as well.)

Nobles, as the Shrine Center re-opens, I urge you to consider your own personal health situation.  If you feel your personal
health situation dictates that you stay away from gatherings, please do.  The Divan and I are in lockstep in that the health of our
members is paramount.   Please exercise caution.  

Changing the subject a bit…let’s talk about real estate.  The sale, to our knowledge, is still in the process.  Specifically, the
long, winding re-zoning process is still progressing, though it was seriously slowed by all the virus commotion.  We have received
updates from the buyer on this process.  

If you haven’t heard at one of our stated meetings,  you’ll be pleased to know that we have had a very active real estate
committee in place since mid 2018.  There is an article in this edition with some of the details of this committee, so please give
it a read.  That said, I would like to thank the Nobles who have been participating in this important work.  The two sub-committees
are comprised of Nobles of differing skill sets and for good reasons.  But, participation in these is never easy.  It takes a lot of
work, research, discussion and thought.  The two subcommittees meet mostly monthly, so that’s yet another evening with
something else to do.  Since COVID-19 restrictions, they have even been meeting virtually, but meeting and progressing
nonetheless.  The sub-committee chairman (Illustrious Sirs Cruce and Lea) and the Nobles of the Real Estate Committee have my
depth of gratitude, and the guidance and recommendations received by the Divan, I’m sure, will be of a superb quality.  

Noble, as you see the Nobles of the Real Estate Committee at events over the coming months (hopefully), please let them
know you appreciate their work and sacrifice in assisting the Temple to find its next home.  Their work is a huge deal and they
are doing us all a tremendous service.

Three emphasis points this year:
Unity – Philanthropy – Communication
Unity – We’ll be getting together, and in the meantime, let’s stay strong and united as Shriners with IMPORTANT work to

be done.
Philanthropy – Staying united has at its core a VERY important purpose and that is supporting our Temples of Mercy in our

Shriner’s Hospitals for Children.  Our kids will always need us.  Let’s not forget that!
Communication – Call Nobles and Ladies that cross your mind.  Even if we can’t get together in-person, we can call one-

another and check in.  We can meet virtually.  Reach out and look out for one another.
Let’s Grow Morocco!

Potentate’s
Message

Bruce W. Ford
Bruce W. Ford
Illustrious Potentate, 2020

A great Convenience, 
Record Keeping and
a Time Saver!

Did you know you can pay for Dues, Meals, Tickets, etc. with
your VISA or MasterCard?

VISA and MasterCard Accepted ....

  Social Media – How-to
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/moroccoshriners
How to post:  Post on the above page.  New posts will be checked for guidelines and
approved if appropriate.

Twitter: https://twitter.com/MoroccoShrinePR
How to tweet:  Tweek to @ MoroccoShrinePR.  New posts will be checked for
guidelines and re-tweeted if appropriate.

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyZrXLKihMoYdZck9PV0Drg
How to add a video to channel:  Send video (or link to video) to the Recorder of Media
Aide.  New videos will be verified for content before approval.

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/moroccoshriners/
Add to Instagram feed:  Send Video (or link to video) to the Recorder of Media Aide.
New photos/ videos will be verified for content before approval.
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the

These We Do Not Forget

In Memoriam

Keep the families of these Nobles in your prayers.

“ES AELAMU ALEIKUM”
We do not lose the ones we love They only go before,

Where there is everlasting life
Where sorrow is no more.

And there the soul will always live And peace is everywhere.
We do not lose the ones we love

God takes them in his care.

IN HONOR OF THOSE WHOM WE REMEMBER
Psalms 46:1 – God is our refuge and strength, always ready to help in times of trouble.

Nobles Name                              Date Created                  Expired
Walter Beilfuss                                  November 17, 1979            March 23, 2020
Buel Hudson                                     November 3, 1979              March 28, 2020
William W. Gay                                 October 27, 1956               April 1, 2020
Joseph E. Kiser, Sr.                           November 3, 1964              April 10, 2020
Abbott C. Simmons, Jr.                      November 14, 1964            April 27, 2020
Michael A. Jacobacci                         November 19, 1977            April 29, 2020
Thomas C. Banks                              November 3, 1979              May 20, 2020

Cecil Kimberly, Editor
904-631-3787

2020 Deadline for
August / September Issue

is July 15th

By Don Williams

April / May 2020 Donations
In Memory of Arlene Starke

Bill Hudson and Family

First Ladies Project
Starke Keystone Shrine Club

Shriners Hospitals for Children
David McAdams

Patient Transportation Fund
Morocco Golf Association
Starke Keystone Shrine Club

In Memory of Jimmy R. Taylor
Julia Johnson

In Memory of Jerry Elliot
Robert and Shirley Flynn

In Memory of Anne Smith
Robert and Shirley Flynn

In Memory of William Wiley Gay
Bill Hudson and Family
Mr. and Mrs. William Boree
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Flynn
Mr. and Mrs. Henderson Boree, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Payne
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Boree

St. Augustine Light

Is the Light at the end the tunnel
that of an oncoming train?  Let’s hope
not.  We have been through some pretty
drastic times these last three months but
is looks as if the hardest times are behind
us according to the Health and
Government Officials. 

We were very disappointed that we
had to cancel several events such as the
Easter Parade, three Johnny’s Fried
Chicken Nights and our annual
Memorial Day Fish Fry, a St.Augustine
favorite.

Some of our Club members have
been working very hard to paint, repair
and update our club so that it will be
more presentable in the future.  A huge
thank you to the three main workers;
Dwight Wilkes, Jack Hartnett and Bob
Warren who have completed most of the
renovations. Also thanks goes to Helen
Hartnett and the Ladies Group who
have donated 64 new chairs for our
dining room. As all clubs, we have been
shut down for three months and we have
not been able to have our meetings.   

Hopefully the last Friday in June we
will be able to restart our Johnny’s

Famous Fried Chicken Night. If at all
possible we could reschedule our
Memorial Day Fish Fry. We now have to
plan our Ribs-to-Go event over the 4th
of July plus several other events. With
the help of all Shriner’s we will be back
in business as usual and enjoy the
Brotherhood.

“I am sad to say that at the end of
January we lost our immediate past
President -Michael Heirs, Sr. He will be
greatly missed.”

WHEN TOMORROW STARTS
WITHOUT ME:  When tomorrow
starts without me, please try to
understand. That an angel came and
called my name, and took me by the
hand. The Angel said my place was
ready, in Heaven far above, And that
I would have to leave behind all I
dearly love. But when I walked
through Heaven’s Gates, I felt so
much at home, for God looked down,
smiled at me, and told me “Welcome
Home.” So when tomorrow starts
without me, Don’t think we’re far
apart, for every time you think of me,
It’s right there in your heart. 

– unknown

Sweetheart’s 
Corner 

Sweethearts even though our
monthly meetings are cancelled, we
need to stay in touch. If you know of
a Sweetheart who is ill, having a
difficult time with this virus, or just
needs a pick me up, please call or
send me her name and I will contact
her. Ruth Saunders, 904-401-3291
or Floridasaunders974@gmail.com

A new and improved program has
emerged to increase membership
and promote attendance at Stated
Sessions. 

Your association, club or unit
should benefit as well as new
members are brought into our fold.

The Divan has expectations and
challenge you to help raise the bar.

Your free dinner should be
rewarded on the month after your
Noble has been initiated.

FREE DinnerBe a first-line signer andreceive a free dinner atStated Session

Help us with the
membership challenge

this year

KEEP
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Through the Hour Glass of Time . . .

Above:
Potentate
Bruce Ford
and Lady
Jennifer
2020

Morocco’s newest unit – “The Draft Kings” – 2019

Imperial Session in Daytona Beach  – 2018

Ocala Shrine
Rodeo  – 2018

Azalea Festival
(Palatka, FL)  – 2020

J. Hansford
Joiner
2019

Potentate

2018 Shrine Circus

Former First
Lady Terri
Boree with
her grand-
children.
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Imperial 2019

Past Potentate, J. Hansford Joiner  – 2019

Sahib Potentate’s Ball
March 2020

Marzuq Potentate’s Ball
March 2020

Marzuq Potentate’s Ball
March 2020
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BEACHES SHRINE CLUB

June Meeting has been cancelled

Can you believe June’s already
here? It’s hard to believe this year is half
over, even harder to believe so many
things we had planned for you have
been cancelled.  We are in strange
times for sure, but I hope this finds
you and yours happy and healthy.
Before I forget, a special thank you
to those that have called, sent cards
and posted encouraging words on
social media for Bruce and I in regard to
this year not being all that we had
planned. We feel like 2020 got off to
such an incredible start and hope to
continue having even more fun when
we can gather together again. 

I want to give you a glimpse of
what’s to come (provided restrictions are
lifted and we can assemble during the
coming months ) August – Anyone with
a home/internet based business that
would like to set up a table before stated
session is welcome to do so. Cost would
normally be $15 per table (to benefit my
project) but I have decided to waive that
fee in lieu of recent events. If you would
like to make a donation toward my
project as always that would be greatly
appreciated, but there will not be a
required fee to use the space. It is a first
come first serve, so please RSVP by July
25th for a spot.  

September is A TASTE OF FALL,
wine tasting. The Nobles will have a
short meeting after dinner and join us
for wine and dessert afterward. More
information to come on this event. 

Our spring craft event has been
moved to October. After dinner at the
October stated session we will do a

“make and take” chalk couture craft
hosted by Tammy Moses. RSVP will be
needed for this event and there will be a

materials fee. More information to
come. 

November we will have a
silent auction during stated
session. This will be my last
opportunity before the holidays

to raise money for my project for
the Gainesville children’s’ clinic. I

know it seems like a long time from
now, but please be thinking of any
merchants or donors that might like to
contribute to this event.     

I hope you have been able to see
the short videos Bruce and I have been
making and posting online. Many of you
have told us how much you enjoyed the
cruise video, the Easter message with
our star llama and the superhero ball we
put on in one of our rooms upstairs for
our kids/grandkids. My grandson now
has the most decked out superhero
bedroom ever. Although we would much
rather be hosting these events with you,
we’re trying to keep everyone included
and our year alive as best we can.  

In closing, I want to wish you the
greatest summer possible. Please stay
safe and remember that calls, texts
and/or social media messages go such
a long way in making someone have an
even greater day. Thank you for
continuing to support and lift our spirits
through all of this. We hope to repay
you with many fun-filled events very
soon.  2020 …. It’s not over yet!!!

Dear Ladies of the Shrine

Jennifer

Dear Nobles and ladies, 

As you might have guessed, the Corona Virus (COVID-19) is having an
austere impact on Morocco operations.  Obviously, rental activity at the Shrine
Center has stopped for now and our ability to fundraise in general has taken a real
hit.  

Given these recent unexpected turn of events, we have decided to consolidate
multiple fundraisers down to a single one for the short term.  I am hoping to enlist
your help in making this fundraiser a success. 

Rather than incur risk on the part of Morocco, we have decided to form an
alliance with Yaraab Shriners again this year and sell tickets for their annual
Sportsmen’s Raffle to benefit Morocco Shriners.  The reasoning is that this event
is very large, there are hundreds of prizes to be won, and we have a great many
Sportsmen in our area that would relish the opportunity to participate.  

We have mailed each club and unit leader tickets for distribution and they will
also have an opportunity to participate and receive a commission from tickets
sold.  

We will also be mailing tickets to each of our members. You do not have to be
present to win. 

Once sold you may mail the stubs to us or contact our Recorder Gary Thigpen
to arrange a time to meet with you. 

If you purchase from our online site moroccoshrine.org/sportsmenraffle simply
choose which group you wish the commission to benefit. If you mail in a check
note the group on the memo line. Please include the contact information for who
the ticket is for. We will mail the tickets to you. 

Additional tickets may be requested by emailing info@moroccoshrine.org or
calling 904-642-5200. When calling please leave your name and contact
information. 

Due to the “stay at home” order,
our Installation of officers, originally
scheduled for March 22nd, was
cancelled. As requested by our Supreme
Temple in order to function without
interruption, the five elected officers
were installed on March 28th in a
private home.

Our April and May stated sessions
were held virtually – we are all
impressing ourselves with our technical
ability! Our diligent and dedicated ladies
have been terribly busy. They have
worked alone and in small groups to
make over 300 masks that have been

News from Khem Temple No. 85
Daughters of the Nile

sent to the Clinic in Tampa. They are
working on making small handheld toys
for the little patients to play with while
waiting for their appointments. These
will be given to them to take home along
with the blankets we make for them.
Our ladies will have these items available
to stock the Gainesville Clinic when it
opens.

I hope everyone is staying well, and
I look forward to working with the
Shrine to make the rest of 2020 an
outstanding year.

Linda Mosley,
Queen Khem Temple No. 85 

For the benefit and welfare of the
members of the Beaches Shrine Club,
the President of the Beaches Shrine
Club, Noble Ron Prater, has cancelled
the June meeting of the Beaches Shrine
Club.

Our next meeting is scheduled for
Friday, September 18. When we meet
again, the Officers of the Club will
develop processes so we can continue
the usual conduct of our meetings.

As we did in April and May, we will
continue contacting every member of
the Beaches Shrine Club every month to
foster our contact with everyone and to
identify if any member needs any
assistance or attention. 

With our monthly newsletter, each

of our members receive the monthly
Sickness and Distress Report. The
Officers of the Beaches Shrine Club will
continue contacting all members who
are on your monthly Sickness and
Distress Report. 

Recently, we received information
that the Annual Quiltfest for 2020 has
been cancelled. 

We will continue planning for the
Fall Hospital News Distribution in
October.

Our Official Visit has been changed
from June to November.

Yes, we are encountering significant
changes to the way we conduct our
activities. As long as we focus on the
welfare of our members, we will prevail.
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In case you’ve missed it, Morocco’s Real Estate Committee is hard at work!
In 2018, Illustrious Sir Hal Mix created Morocco’s Real Estate Committee.

Illustrious Sir Hansford Joiner continued the committee, dividing it into focused
subcommittees.  

In case you haven’t heard of these details, here is some information on this
committee as it stands for 2020. It is divided into two (2) subcommittees: The Site
Planning Subcommittee and the Site Selection Subcommittee.

The Site Planning Subcommittee’s work precedes that of the Site Selection
Subcommittee and is focused on determining the physical needs and specifications
of Morocco going forward as it pertains to a Shrine Center facility. The Site Planning
Subcommittee is led by Illustrious Sir Russell Lea. 

The Site Selection Subcommittee will undertake the work of searching for a
property where a Shrine Center facility can be renovated or built fitting the Site
Planning Subcommittee’s specifications. The Site Selection Subcommittee is led by
Illustrious Sir Frank Cruce.

In 2020, Illustrious Sir Bruce Ford continued these subcommittees and their
respective leaders.
The 2020 Subcommittee members are:

Site Planning Subcommittee               
• Illustrious Sir Russell Lea – Chair           • Noble Jack Love
• Illustrious Sir Tommy Edwards               • Noble George Mouro
• Illustrious Sir Brian Painter                    • Noble Joe Poag
• Noble Paul Cummins                            • Noble Ron Prater
• Noble Bobby Graves                             • Noble Richard Sala
• Noble Cecil Kimberly                            • Noble Ben Smith

Selection Subcommittee
• Noble Frank Cruce – Chair                    • Noble Keith Dobson
• Illustrious Sir Tommy Lumpkin               • Noble Thomas Slattery
• Noble Tracey Bailey                              • Noble Buddy Williams
• Noble Paul Cummins

Illustrious Sir Bruce asked each Subcommittee to strive to give the Nobility of
Morocco various options in the selections for the new home of Morocco Shriners.
These options could include:

• Building a completely new building
• Renovate an existing building
• Occupy a temporary location as a lease    

The Site Planning Subcommittee has provided a list of specifications to the Site
Selection Subcommittee and the Divan outlining requirements that any eventual home
for Morocco Shriners must meet. Some of these specifications include the following:

• The size of the building should be around 35,000 square feet
• The land housing Morocco should be no less than 10 acres 
• Auditorium to sit 448 people with tables and chairs
• Offices for Potentate, Treasurer, Recorder, and Clerk
• Visible archive room
• Parking to accept 448 people – sufficient space for Morocco units to

practice and drill
• Presence of Silent Messenger, Flags, and Memorial Pavers
• Rooms for Associations, Clubs, and Units already housed in Morocco’s

Activity Building
• Conference Room
• Small Kitchen   
• Outdoor Storage Space

Once the sale of the current Morocco property is imminent, the Potentate has
asked the Site Selection Subcommittee to identify and present sites to the Divan that
meet the criteria. While it is still too early to commit to any properties on the market
at the current time, the Site Selection Subcommittee is already assessing available
real estate and maintaining a familiarity with what is on the market with the aim of
zeroing in on fitting properties once the sale of Morocco Shrine Center is complete
and Morocco is in a position to move on to its next home.

At the present time, especially in the light of the COVID-19 epidemic and the
economy in general, none of us can predict if the pending sale of Morocco Shrine
Center will go through. If it does, we cannot predict how long it will take to identify
suitable properties. However, in general, the process will be to bring the proposed
property purchases to the Nobility for discussion and vote prior to contracting to buy
any property.  

Morocco Shriners Real Estate
Committee Report – June 2020 Shriners International is a fraternity that developed out of freemasonry more than

a century ago. Our organization is dedicated to fun, fellowship, and the Masonic
principles of brotherly love, relief, and truth. 

There are many worthwhile reasons to join this well-known respected fraternal
organization. 

Fun: A variety of activities and events - including parties, parades, trips, special-
interest groups, and community service projects - provide plenty of opportunities for
Shriners and their families to spend time together and enjoy life. 

Fellowship: Membership in the Shriners fraternity offers the invaluable opportunity
to build camaraderie and life-long friendships with other men of character and upstanding
values 

Philanthropy: Supporting Shriners Hospitals for Children, a pediatric health care
system founded by the Shriners fraternity, offers a sense of personal fulfillment and
satisfaction. Shriners Hospitals for Children, the official phlantrophy of Shriners
International, is a pediatric health care system with 22 locations dedicated to providing
specialty care, conducting innovative research and offering outstanding medical teaching
programs. All care is provided regardless of the families’ ability tp pay. For more
information about Shriners Hospitals for Children, please visit
shrinershospitalsforchildren.org

Learn how to become a Shriner. Connect with your own virtual mentor who will
walk you through the membership process step-by-step. 

Sign up to receive ongoing communications about community events and
opportunities to interact with local Shriners. 

For more information on how you can become a Shriner, please visit
beashrinernow.com or call 813 281-0300. 

Ceremonial Date(s): ____________________________________________________

To the Potentate, Officers and Nobles of _________________________Shriners situated

in the City of_______________________________State of _________________________.

I, the undersigned, hereby declare that I am a Master Mason in good standing in

______________________Lodge#_________ located in_________________________
which meets the recognition of the Conference of Grand Masters in North America,
Interamerican Masonic Confederation or the World Conference of Grand Lodges.
Furthermore, I have resided at my current address for not less than six months, as
required by the Bylaws of Shriners International. I hereby make application to become
a Noble of the Order and a member of your temple. If granted membership, I promise
to conform to the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws and Ceremonies of your temple.

Birthplace_______________________________ Date of Birth______/______/______

Occupation_______________________________________________________________

Have you previously applied for admission to any temple of the Order? Yes     No

If yes, what temple?______________________________ When?_____________________

Residence_________________________________________________________________
(Street Address, City, State, Zip, County)

Lady’s Name_______________________ Lady’s e-mail _________________________

Home Phone (_____) __________________Cell Phone (_____)___________________

Business Phone (_____)___________________e-mail __________________________

Name________________________________________       ________/________/________
(Printed name in FULL - initials are not sufficient)                      (Date)

Recommended and vouched for on the Honor of:

___________________________________________________________________________
(Noble’s PRINTED Name)               (Signature)                          (Member #)

________________________________________________________________________
(Noble’s PRINTED Name)              (Signature)                          (Member #)

PETITION FOR MEMBERSHIP
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You see and want the glass of milk on the table across the
room. No problem for most of us, who will simply walk to the table,
grab the glass and enjoy the milk. Triggering all of that limb
movement is a complex set of coordinated neuromuscular
commands and actions, which are not so simple for that segment
of the population with, say, cerebral palsy or spinal cord injury.

To help young people struggling with those conditions – or
orthopaedic problems like clubfoot, scoliosis, and osteogenesis
imperfecta, among other things – Shriners Hospitals for Children®
and the Georgia Institute of Technology have launched an
ambitious collaborative research effort to address these conditions,
including the development of devices to facilitate limb movement
and function. The new research affiliation brings together the
clinical, surgical, and scientific expertise of Shriners Hospitals for
Children physicians and researchers with Georgia Tech’s cutting-
edge expertise in biomedical engineering (BME), robotics and
device development. 

Dongmei Wang, professor of BME at Georgia Tech, where she
is director of the Biomedical Informatics and Bioimaging (Bio-MIB)
Lab, is excited for the additional resources this collaboration brings;
data collected from Shriners network of 14 pediatric motion
analysis centers and the health care system’s newly launched
Genomics Institute.

“Our lab has piloted multiple pediatric projects,” Wang said.
“But this project represents a quantum leap, taking our work to
the next level, in a real-world pediatric care setting. Shriners
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Hospitals for Children is a perfect fit for us.”
Several joint projects already are underway. Scott

Kozin, M.D., chief of staff and hand surgeon at Shriners
Hospitals for Children — Philadelphia, is working with the
GA Tech team on a wearable customized robotic
exoskeleton with voice recognition for children with cervical
spine injury. To help enhance pediatric mobility, David
Westberry, M.D., pediatric orthopaedic surgeon at Shriners
Hospitals for Children — Greenville, is collaborating on a
smart robotic exoskeleton designed to address excessive
knee flexion known as crouch gait. 

Leanne West, Georgia Tech’s chief engineer of
pediatric technologies, said she’s looking forward to, “the
unique research opportunities this relationship with
Shriners Hospitals for Children will provide. It will be
exciting to see what is possible for us to achieve together.”

About pediatric device research at Georgia Tech
Georgia Tech’s wide-ranging efforts in pediatric device

development brings the institute’s engineers and
scientists together with clinical experts and
researchers to develop innovative technological
solutions to problems in the health and care of
children. The work provides opportunities for
interdisciplinary collaboration in pediatrics,
creating breakthrough discoveries, enhancing

the lives of children and young adults.


